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The caveat:
This paper is not a primer for someone interested in investing in bonds.  Bonds are 
issued through many sources and are of many types.  If you are interested in getting 
involved in bonds, I would recommend the book: The Bond Book. By Annette Thau.  It 
is the bible of bond investing.

This paper is intended only to explain the basic principles of bonds for people who may 
find it useful to understand the day to day behavior of the bond markets and how the 
market operates to service government debt.

Salt to your own taste and, above all, do your own homework to confirm or deny 
anything you read.  Here or anywhere else.

US Bonds:

U.S. Treasury Bonds themselves are liquid.  A bond holder can buy or  sell at any time 
through a very active bond market.

For many institutions, access to short term money is through issuing bonds.  The U.S. 
Government is no exception. Treasury Bonds are considered low risk as they are secured
as debts of the US taxpayer.  Bond prices must reflect the varying risks that  each may 
be  subject to.  Treasuries are desired not only as profitable investments, but as a way to 
safely store large sums of money.

Each Bond has an expiration date.  Upon the date they expire, you will cash them in for 
a stated value.  If you are to profit from the purchase, it is because you purchase bonds at
a discount.  This means that you purchased the bond for a price lower than its stated 
value.  That discount reflects a rate of return, always expressed a. an annual rate, over 
the period of time until maturity.
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Some long bonds such as the 30 year, for example, had coupons that were cashed in at 
time intervals of 6 months or a year.  The  math for calculating the original purchase 
price is a bit more complex, but the principles involved are the same.  The money for 
these types of bonds now simply appears in the account of the purchaser on  a schedule.

The principles explained here apply to all Treasury Bonds, so we can simply disregard 
all the complexity and minutia of the various types of bonds.  We will stick to the most 
basic  bond , the one year, that pays out once at expiration with only one annual interest 
to compute.

At the time of issue, US Bonds are sold at auction and are sold for fixed periods of time 
of as little as  30 days, or as long as 30 years.  No matter the time until maturity of a 
bond, the rate of interest is always expressed as an annual rate.  We adjust the rate to 
conform to the difference in the price we pay for the bond, and the value of the bond at 
maturity.  Again, in the interest of simplicity, we only consider the one  year Bond.

An example of a  Bond held to term:

If the current rate of interest on a new one year note is 10%, you will purchase that note 
for $900, that being 10% less than $1,000 for that year.   By holding that bond to term, 
will earn a 10% annual rate of interest on your $900 investment.   It is said that you 
purchased the  $1,000 bond  for  some amount where  that purchase price + 10% of that 
price will equal $1,000.  

We’ll use P for the Purchase Price.

The price will be P and the 10% interest will be expressed as 0.1 P.  We add price plus 
interest (as a percentage of price) together to get the final price.

10% of P = 0.1P, so we express the whole amount as ( 0.1 P + P ).

( 0.1 P + 1 P  ) must, in the end, be equal to $1,000

So we can simplify to:  1.1 P  = 10000.
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So, a little algebra:

P = 1000  / 1.1   = $909.09

The purchase price will be 1000 - 909.09 = $90.91 

A $1000 bond will be discounted $90.91 to yield the current rate of 10%.

This constitutes a loan, by the purchaser, of $909.09 to the US Government at 10%. 
yield.

As is the case with any asset, the high bidder wins the bond.  That is to say that the 
government will seek the highest price for their bonds, and he who wins the bond 
thereby accepts the smallest discount, the least profit, from among the bidders.  This is 
clear if you consider that a discount of $0 means you pay (lend) full face value for the 
bond and make 0% return.  In the case of our $1,000 bond for one year, the bond issuer, 
the government, gets a full $1,000 loan for free.

In the end, in every bond sale, all bonds are sold.  The rate of interest is reflected in the 
discount purchasers are willing to accept.  It is an open market and anyone with an 
account  with access to a bond dealer can purchase them.  Many purchasers simply agree
to accept the “current market rate” and don’t actively bid.

From the time of issue until they expire, bonds are simply assets with a value.    As is the
case with any asset, the price at any moment varies due to a list of consideration unique 
to  market for that particular asset.   At any time, the market price of a Bond will be 
determined by three major factors.  The value of the Bond at expiration, the time until 
expiration, and the current market rate of interest.

The value and time are fixed.  So the current price must adjust to reflect the momentary 
market rate of interest such that any purchaser will receive that rate of return on his 
investment.   In all cases, as any bond approaches maturity, it’s sale price will approach 
the face value.

It is important to note that, as to any bond traded, after it’s initial purchase, its purchase 
price will not be a factor.
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Bond price fluctuations:
To understand how bond values changes over time, we will consider what would happen
if I chose to sell that bond  after six months (½ term) where interest rates have moved up
or down.

Let us consider the bond purchased above as described for one year at 10% rate of 
return.  

Our basic formula  for discount is always: Price + %P = Final Value.

P + % P = $1,000, which is always the final price for a U.S. T-Bill.

Now let us sell that same bond after six months when the market rate of interest has 
doubled to 20%. annual rate.

As noted, the final value does not change.  The payout remains  $1,000. So the current 
price must adjust so that the bond will pay the current rate of interest to achieve the 
payout of $1,000.

At the current market rate of 20%, our bond will pay twice the  discount, but for ½ the 
time.

20% = 0.2

½ of that  (six months instead of twelve) is 0.1

( P  + 0.2 P ) / 2 = 1,000

P  + ( 0.2P / 2 = 0.1P )  = 1,000

Simplifies to:

( P + 0.1 ) = 1.1P

1.1 P  = 1,000 

P = $1,000  / 1.1 = $909.09
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The purchase/sale price of the bond = $909.09 for a $1,000 bond that will mature in six 
months with an annual rate of  20%,  but only for 6 months until payout.

I sell the bond for $909.09 because the purchaser will discount the bond $90.91.  I have 
made nothing due to the fact that yields doubled to 20%, and it is ½ way to expiration, 
so he gives up any potential profit to sell this time.

When rates increase, bond prices fall, and bond holders that sell when p;rices fall before 
expiration, lose money. 

To be clear, let the rate of interest in this hypothetical model,  rise to 30%.  This is the 
blueprint for serious loss.

30% is 0.3

Again, ½ of 0.3 is 1.5.  So a purchaser would get the bond for:

1,000  –  P + ( 0.3  / 2 ) P   (after six months on a one year bond) .  The price would be:

P + 0.15 P = 1,000

1.15 P = 1,000  

P = $1,000  / 1.15 = $869.57 

 Significantly less than the original purchase price of 6 months ago.  Money lost.

And the discount for the purchaser would be $1,000 - $869.57 = $130.43. 

The seller of such a bond in this market would have lost $40.34 in only  six months on 
his original price of $909.09.  A yield increase from 10% to 30% in six months isn’t very
realistic.

The original purchaser, now the seller and loser, would sell the bond for $869.57.  He 
would take a $40.34  loss to sell it at 6 months.  Again, if he chosen to hold the bond to 
term, I would still get his  $90.91 profit.  Most people would hold the bond to term.

The returns in these examples are swinging wildly as they never have in any U.S. Bond 
Market that I know of, but they are examples to make a point.
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We now consider the profit if the rate of interest drops to 5% at 6 months.

The current price will be:

5% = .05

P + 0.05 P = 1.000

1.05 P = 1,000

P = 1,000 / 1.05 = $952.38

The discount = $1,000 – $952.38 = $43.29.  a  significant profit in six months on a 
$909.09 investment.

The  profit is $952.38, $47.29 more than the original purchase price of $909.09.

$47.29 on a 909.09 investment is a return of 5.2% in six months for an annual rate of 
return of 2 X 5.2  (over 12 months instead of 6) = 10.4%

The bond seller has made $47.29 profit in six months on a bond that he purchased for 
$909.09 dollars at 10% where he would only have made 45.50 in those six months if he 
had held the bond to term. 

because the current rate of interest dropped from 10% to %5.  

In Conclusion:
As bond yields fall, the value of existing bonds increase in value to adjust to the higher 
yields in the market.

We can understand that if people believe that money is going to get cheaper, yields will 
fall reflecting cheaper (easier) money.  In turn, they will purchase bonds  because they 
believe the declining yields  will generate short term profits.

Conversely, if investors believe that money will become more scarce,  meaning cash 
available to the system was reducing relative to demand, then interest rates would 
increase as investors require lower bond prices to attract them.
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In anticipation of such a circumstance,  purchasers might hold off from buying and 
saving their money in anticipation of making better returns in the future.  When interest 
rates start rising generally, bonds have been likened to weapons of mass destruction.  
Investors can only sell at a loss or hold to term.  And for some of them, that term is a 
long way off.

This might explain whey interest rates remain at record lows now as of the time of this 
writing.   Bond purchasers are buying them because they believe that the “Fed” is going 
to “print” more money to service all this debt the government is now creating, 

That doesn’t add up to reality.  The Fed doesn’t need to “print” money.  The promise 
alone of “printing”  money does the job.  There seems to be an ample supply of investors
with plenty of cash and who are happy to fund all the debt the government can make 
available.  They are the ones holding interest rates at record lows. 

Understanding the most basic arithmetic of the bond markets does a good job of aligning
the sound with the picture.

I accept all these bubbles in assets as the result of hysterical thinking.   Other than mass 
ignorance of what the Fed is, I see only a good reason for the Fed to stay out of the bond
market.  They have absolutely no reason to be there.  They never have done as people so
often believe.

A lot of that money is probably excess liquidity left from the 2008 crash of the credit 
market and still pumping the asset prices.  Bonds, stock, you name it.   There are plenty 
of purchasers ready to buy to take advantage of the coming “big one”, the prophesied 
collapse of the dollar.  A fall which, at the time of this writing, isn’t happening.

I believe that all we see in the markets now is the result of disinformation spread through
the markets.  And a lot of that dis-information was spread by the Fed itself,. They didn’t 
lie.  They just didn’t bother mentioning exactly what they really did mean when they 
covered up their real activity with meaningless buzz phrases like “Quantitative Easing”. 

We can understand why the Fed would lead people to believe they are going to “print” 
money.  They would want an active bond market to get speculators to buy up the losses 
that are coming down the road.  Observing that bonds prices are at historical highs, does 
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it make sense that the Fed would print money now?   I see it as their interest to pump 
people to buy stocks and bonds in preparation to suffer the losses as the bubble fails. 

Don’t be a bit surprised  if the markets don’t work out as expected.
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